


 

Introduction 
 
A Massive Welcome to the NESSR 
Newsletter, which we hope to produce on a 
quarterly basis to keep everyone updated 
on latest NESSR news with some articles of 
doggy interest and hopefully a bit of fun 
along the way.  We are already looking for 
contributors for our next edition so please 
get in touch if you would like to submit an 
article or share some ideas of what you’d 
like to read about in our next edition.  This 
and all of the work that NESSR does for the 
dogs, is not possible without the support of 
volunteers so if you would like to get 
involved in supporting in anyway, please 
get in touch via www.NESSR.net 
Please read on to find out a bit more about 
us and what we do, a short story about 3 
NESSRs dogs and how they found their 
happy ending, our latest dogs who are 
looking for homes, some training tips and 
ideas for dog friendly walks and lots 
more…….. 

A bit about NESSR 
 
Northern English Springer Spaniel Rescue 
(NESSR) is one of the country's largest specialist 
non-profit making breed rescues that has been 
running for over 20 years and is a kennel club 
registered rescue. We primarily rescue and re-
home discarded, unwanted and neglected 
English Springer Spaniels.  However, NESSR 
will help other dogs in need, where it has the 
capacity to do so and has some volunteers with 
experience of other breeds.   
Where is NESSR based? 
NESSR does not own a rescue centre or kennels. 
All the dogs are looked after in our volunteers 
own homes. This enables us to get to know the 
dogs and assess them before they are rehomed. 
NESSR works primarily but not exclusively in 
the North East of England and Scottish borders. 
However NESSR endeavors to help any 
Springer in need regardless of geographical 
location, thanks to a network of dedicated 
volunteers we are able to rescue Springers from 
across the UK. If we are unable to help we try to 
find another rescue that can. 
The majority of dogs come directly to NESSR 
from their owners who are looking to rehome 
them due to a variety of reasons. NESSR also 
takes strays from pounds and occasionally 
helps other rescues when asked. 
 

Match Makers 
 
At N.E.S.S.R. we make absolutely sure any 
prospective owner knows exactly what they are 
get-ting into, when rehoming a springer. 
Healthy happy springers are always on the go.  
So we take great care to match the dogs to the 
people, that’s why very few rehoming’s go 
wrong and so many new owners are very happy 
with their new friend 
 
How does NESSR find new homes for the dogs?  
Thanks to the growth of the Internet NESSR 
takes advantage of websites to “advertise” the 
profiles of the dogs in its care. This means we 
get enquiries from all over the UK for our dogs. 
NESSR also has a long-standing reputation in 
the North East. We also get a lot of word of 
mouth recommendations. 
 
Does NESSR have an adoption agreement?  
Yes, all new homes are asked to sign an 
adoption agreement. This means that should an 
owner be unable to look after the dog at any 
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point in the future then NESSR would take it 
back without question. The agreement also 
states how we expect a dog to be treated and 
that it cannot be used for dog fighting or 
breeding.  
What checks does NESSR carry out on new 
homes?  
All new homes are thoroughly vetted. We carry 
out home checks, vet references and personal 
references. When assessing a potential home 
we are looking for how that home will meet the 
needs of the Springer in our care. What may suit 
one Springer may not suit another so we will 
con-sider people who:  

•  Work  
• Have children  
• Live in a flat  
• Working dog homes  

 
Does NESSR check up on dogs it rehomes?  
Yes, most of the time NESSR dog owners keep 
in touch with the rescue, but we do try to keep 
in contact especially during the first few months 
a dog is homed. Our adoption agreement gives 
us the right to check up on a dog if we want to 
and also to remove a dog if we feel it is being 
mistreated. 
 
What is NESSR’s neutering policy?  
NESSR neuters all dogs and bitches unless our 
vets feel it would be detrimental to their health. 
Puppies are homed with a strict neutering 
agreement, which we do check up on.  
 
Does NESSR ask for a set donation when people 
adopt a dog?  
NO. NESSR believes you can not put a “price” 
on a dog, we ask people to be as generous as 
possible to help us to continue our work. NESSR 
neuters and vaccinates all dogs and some need 
further vet treatment for other conditions 
therefore dogs can cost us from £150 to over 
£300.  
 
How does NESSR fund its work?  
NESSR is a non-profit making organization. We 
fund our work from  
• Donations made when people adopt a dog  
• Donations given by our supporters  
• The sale of items made by volunteers  
• Raffles and Tombola’s  
• The New NESSR Weather Lottery  
� Online auctions and competitions, on our 
Forum and other websites.  
More details of current fundraising activities are 
included later in this newsletter 
 
How is the money spent that is raised for 
NESSR?  

100% of the money raised for NESSR goes 
towards the direct work of rescuing and 
rehoming dogs. All of our “staff” are volunteers. 
We do not have a rescue centre, Volunteers 
look after the dogs in their own homes. We pay 
for food and veterinary treatment of all the dogs 
that come into NESSR’s care. 
 

 
 
 



 

Three Different Dogs, Three different stories with 
One Happy Ever After 
 
My dad has been involved with a shooting 
syndicate in Lanchester, County Durham for as 
long as I can remember.  The other thing that 
has always been part of my life has been 
springer spaniels and the ongoing “debate” 
within the shooting fraternity of whether a 
Springer or a Labrador makes the perfect 
gundog!  I’m totally and utterly biased and have 
no shame in total belief in Springers.  It was this 
that brought me to my first ever encounter with 
NESSR and Cynthia, some 23 years ago. 
Tess, our beautiful liver and white springer was 
getting a bit slower and although she loved 
every minute of her shooting day, each trip out 
was taking that much longer for her to recover 
from.  Tess was a typical Springer, who just 
didn’t know when to stop, working tirelessly at 
every occasion.  Dad had heard about Cynthia’s 
work through a friend and we arranged to meet 
her, to introduce ourselves to Breeze, a dog that 
she’d matched us with.  Breeze was a beautiful 
big black and white Springer, who despite his 
size came with quite a shy personality.  He had 
been part of a group of gundogs on one of the 
estates near Hexham and despite being well 
trained and keen, wasn’t cut out to be part of the 
group preferring to stay back in the shadows 
rather than compete for the attention of the 
gamekeeper.   I remember our first glimpse of 
him, peering up at us with huge brown eyes 
which reminded me of a seal!  He was very 
timid and I sat leaning over the back seat 
talking to him to reassure him, all the way home 
to Durham.  Over time, Breeze settled well and 
was much more comfortable in his role as one 
man’s gundog, lapping up the attention and 
usually behaving well on the shoot to continue 
to support the Springers versus Labs argument! 
 
Unfortunately, I can’t say the same of Bud!!  In 
2004, after I’d left home I was in a position to 
have my own dog, at last!  I’d applied to Cynthia 
for a dog that I’d heard about, with a very 
similar background to Breeze, a 2 year old 
trained gundog.  Everything sounded perfect, 
Breeze was still active but having a second dog 
would give us the chance to rest him so that he 
didn’t take on too much.  I’m going to say 
fortunately for us, the plan changed and Cynthia 
asked if I’d consider a different dog.  She 
warned that he was quite vocal and invited us to 
take the trip up to the Borders to meet him.  My 

first impression of Bud, an 18 month old black 
and white Springer which such a pretty face, 
couldn’t be more different than that of Breeze.  
Cynthia suggested we take him for a walk to get 
to know him a bit better.  The non-stop, 
excitable barking that followed as he bounced 
his way along the lane was simply hilarious.  
Bud had found himself with NESSR because the 
young family he’d come from found him a bit 
too much to handle.  He was larger than life, a 
typical Springer, with boundless energy and the 
reality was that they hadn’t really understood 
the breed when taking him on as a pup.  He 
returned home with me that day.  Unfortunately, 
he didn’t make it as a gundog, despite a 
number of days out.  He was just too excited by 
everything he came across and barked to tell 
everyone about it.  The bizarre thing was, that 
despite constantly carrying the closest shoe he 
could find everywhere he went, when he was at 
home and regardless of whom it belonged to, 
he simply refused to retrieve on the shoot.  He 
was destined to be my faithful, fun and 
fantastically noisy but much loved pet instead.   
 
 
In 2011, my daughter was born and in some 
crazy maternal moment when she was 6 months 
old and I was still on maternity leave, I applied 
to NESSR for a beautiful puppy.  Roly, had been 
one of 2 liver and white pups, that had been 
handed into NESSR by a breeder and when 
Cheryl came to visit to do the home check, she 
made no promises, as there had been so much 
interest.  Bud made his presence known and I 
had a 6-month-old baby, so I didn’t hold out too 
much hope!  After a few days, I was delighted to 



 

receive the call from Cheryl confirming that 
we’d been matched with Roly and we could 
arrange to collect him.  I was over the moon.  
Following my tradition of dogs whose names 
began with B and as he was only 12 weeks old, I 
decided to change Roly’s name to Bracken.  I 
remember his first walk, when we took him to 
the beach with a very proud Bud overseeing the 
whole thing.  Bracken couldn’t be more 
different than Bud, a very calm, composed and 
quiet little boy at home.  They got on like a 
house on fire, chasing each other wildly around 
fields and resting in the first muddy puddle they 
could find.  I worried how long it would be 
before I had 2 mad Springers competing with 

each other for “bark time!”  Unfortunately we 
lost Bud in 2015, a horrendously sad day for the 
whole family and it took Bracken a few weeks to 
settle afterwards.  He’s thriving now, a much 
loved and beautifully loyal family pet, who has 
recently found his bark, although luckily only as 
appropriate.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Product Review 

NESSR Dog Fleece    
 
Now I’m not one for clothes on dogs but the 
polar fleece jumpers are ideal. The fleece 
material is perfect for the wetter weather; both 
for warmth and for post walk dry off.  
 
I’m sure you have often had the same problems 
we do of wet muddy walks and a low under 
carriage, by the time you get home their frozen 
to skin and you can feel the knots forming. The 
NESSR fleece jumper completely solves this 
problem, we get back to the car with a happy 
swoglet (Soggy Dog) and the jumper goes 
straight on. As far as Archie’s concerned he 
gets a doggy sauna in the car on the way home 
and we can prevent getting us and the house 
covered in mud while we clean him off. After a 
towel off the jumper goes back on to finish 
drying out our rather hairy spaniel.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With the material being fleece it is quick drying 
and allows it to be back in use almost 
immediately. We have found that most of the 
mud can be shaken off when dry so doesn’t 
require washing after every walk.  
 
The Fleece jumper is also ideal for those dogs 
that often need a coat in the winter months 
while out on walks. The fleece material keeps 
the wind and rain out while still being 
breathable. For those that work their dogs the 
fleece jumper can be used to keep the dog 
comfortable when wet and waiting for the next 
flush.  
 

 
 
Overall a fantastically useful product for both 
winter and summer. The fleece jumper is made 
by our very own NESSR volunteers and can be 
found on the NESSR website.  
 
  



 

Dog Friendly walks - Craster to Low Newton walk
 
Length – 6 miles (9.6km) 
Terrain – Moderate  
Parking- Pay and display parking available in 
both Craster and Low Newton  
Walk type – On and Off lead (Depending on 
farm animals) 
 
The walk between Craster and Low Newton 
takes in the beautiful Northumbrian coast 
surrounding Dunstanburgh Castle, with a wide 
variety of wildlife to keep an eye out for. The 
walk can be started from either Craster or Low 
Newton, however I recommend starting from 
Craster to enjoy the Ship Inn at Low Newton, 
which is a small dog friendly pub, which serves 
a mixture of light lunches and real ale. On your 
return collecting yourself some of Crasters 
famous kippers from L.Robson and Sons.  
 
1. Starting from the car park in Craster, passing 
the harbour head towards the starting path, 
walking towards Dunstanburgh Castle. This 
path takes you across farmland towards the 
castle.  
Note: This section often contains sheep.  

 
2. Pass around the side of the castle, continuing 
towards Embleton Bay.  
 
3. As you head along the path the golf course 
sits to your left. Head down on to the beautiful 
Embleton Bay beach. This is an ideal point if 
you’re wanting off lead walking to let your furry 
friend enjoy the beach too.  
 
4. Continue following Embleton Bay right the 
way around the coast to reach Low Newton. If 
wanted its time to enjoy your well earned break 
in the Ship inn or your picnic overlooking the 
bay.  
 
5. Once refreshed you can start the return 
journey heading back the way you came. If you 
want a change from the beach a stable path is 
situated around dunes of the bay.  
 
Do you have a favorite dog friendly walk? 
NESSR Newsletter would love to hear from you 
and share our supporters walks.  
 
 

 

 
This walk is part of the national trust Coastal walks and further details can be found at: 
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/embleton-and-newton-links/trails/craster-to-low-newton-coastal-walk 



 

Dogs Looking for Forever Homes      

Barney 
 

 
 
Barney is a 1 year old working cocker and a 
very busy lad. His recall is good but does not 
stay still  

 
 
long. He walks nicely on the lead and has a 
keen nose on him.  
Barney is good with other dogs and plays well 
with the dogs in his foster home. He can be very 
vocal, food and ball driven and excitable with 
new dogs and cats.  
Barney would like to go to a home where he will 
be given firm boundaries, continued training 
and kept active and even given a working job 
to do.  
 
Barney is being Fostered in East 
Northhamptonshire. 

 
Freddie 
 

 

Freddie 10 year old Black Labrador Freddie 
was dumped at the pound by his previous 
owner after a lifetime of loyal service. He is a 
trained gun dog.  
Freddie needs to be rehomed with another dog 
as that is what he is familiar with, his kennel 
mate having already been rehomed. He has 
been kept in a kennel but will adapt to a home 
environment with no problems, as he has 
previously been fostered in a home 
environment. All Freddie asks for now is a 
warm fireside and a soft bed for him to spend 
his twilight years. He is not cat tested and can 
be rehomed with older children (10+). 
 
Freddie is being fostered in Northumberland 
 

 
 

 
 

  



 

Ginger 
 

 
 
Ginger 9 year old Working Cocker Ginger was 
taken from the pound last year. We think he has 
lived in kennels all his life and adjusting to a 
home environment will probably not happen for 
him, so will  
need someone with a kennel set up to 
accommodate him. His ideal home will be 
someone who knows the breed well and has 
other dogs who can give him the time and 
patience to settle into a new family. He will be a 
fantastic little dog in the right hands. Ginger 
will only be rehomed with older children and is 
not cat tested.  
 
Ginger is being fostered in Northumberland 
 
 
 
 

 

Archie 
 
Archie is 11 years old and is a big lad. 
He is extremely well behaved in the house, 
doesn't go on furniture and understands that he 
isn’t allowed upstairs. He is fully house trained 
and is fine being left for a couple of hours. 
Archie is good with his basic commands, comes 
when called and is making good progress with 
walking on a loose lead. He enjoys playing with 
his toys. 
Archie has lived with children aged 10 years 
and up, is good with dogs and friendly with 
strangers. He is not cat tested. 
 
Archie is currently being fostered in West 
Yorkshire. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Dogs looking For Foster Homes 
 
NESSR doesn’t only take in springers or indeed only spaniels. Any breed in need of help will be 
considered and as such NESSR currently has three Labradors in care looking for much needed loving 
forever homes. Recently two bitches came in and are being assessed in Northumberland

 

Gem 
 
Gem is a 3yo black girl who came to us on a 
stormy day from a backyard breeder, she 
needed our urgent help or face the 
consequences of being surplus to 
requirements.  
 

 
 
Gem supposedly had pups 18months ago; from 
her photo it is clear that it was far more recent. 
 

 
 

Jess 
 

 
 
Jess is a tiny 3yo yellow girl who has been on 
the waiting list since before Christmas. Just 
waiting for a foster space to become available 
 
Jess and Gem are just the tip of the iceberg. 
There are many dogs out there in need of a 
rescue space but without foster homes or 
forever homes we can’t help them. The waiting 
list grows longer. 
 
If you think you can help us help dogs like Jess 
and Gem please get in touch at www.nessr.net

The next Step 
 
When applying for any of our dogs you will be expected to travel to meet them in their foster home.  
 
A home check is also required and a donation to allow our work to continue.  
 
Application forms can be found at www.nessr.net 
 
Interested in fostering for NESSR and helping our charges into their forever home? Then please get in 
touch via www.nessr.net  to discuss how you can help further.  

 



 

The Dog Log 
 
Hello my name is Nathan Squires. I am a new dog-training instructor in Northumberland. I have a 5-
year-old English springer spaniel and a 1 year old Border Collie.  I have been studying for the past 
2years with the Association of Pet Dog Trainers (APDT) and I have just recently started taking classes. 
 
I first heard about NESSR several years ago and thought that I could help them out and practice the art 
of dog training. The aim was to foster a dog and help rehome, hopefully with some new behaviors and 
manners. We fostered a couple of dogs and it was fascinating to see what motivates each individual 
dog. 
 
When we talk about dog training we really are talking about motivating a dog to take part in exercises 
that we want them to do. This sometimes is exciting for them, like fetching a ball and other times not as 
exciting, like training a calm settle down.  
 
I have found when I am walking my dogs that a pocket of dried biscuit and low energy isn't going to 
motivate my dogs away from an adrenaline fuelled play with the dog they only see for a short time 
every other day.  However, to become more interesting than the dogs in the park I must motivate my 
dogs to spend more time interacting with me. My choice of reward is their favorite toy or a special high 
value food reward like cooked chicken or steak.  Rewarding the dog when they are paying attention 
and ignoring the other dogs will make going to the park easier and a more enjoyable experience.   If 
you know that your dog won’t bother with food when out but would really pay attention to a ball or a 
toy, then that's the motivating reward for you. 
 
If we are trying to settle our dog down in the evening while we watch the TV the same question of 
motivation applies.  Tidying the toys away will reduce the possible motivation of staying 
active.  Instead a low value reward like kibble or dried rewards delivered calmly when the dog lies 
down will increase the behavior that we want.   
 
What I would like to ask you as a reader is what motivation are you giving your dog to participate in the 
training that you are doing?  Think about the situation and what will actually motivate your dog. 
The correct reward in the right situation can transform a dogs behaviors. 
 

Ed note: More can be found from the dog log on: 
 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCk8DVoaAguDBOfJ6yltwQGw  
www.facebook.com/theDogLog2016 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

Recipe corner - Quick and Easy Liver Cake/Biscuit  
 
1lb (500g) Granary Flour  
1lb (500g) Liver  

 
2 Cloves Garlic (that's cloves, not whole bulbs)  
2 tablespoons Cooking Oil  

 
Put it all in the blender until well blended  
Spread 1/2 the mix (very sticky and stinky) into a non metallic flan dish about 3/4" thick  
Full power in microwave - 6 mins  
Turn cake over in dish  
Another 6 mins in microwave  
 
WARNING - HOT !!! Cut up before cooled down too much - its easier than when cold.  
Cut into approx 1/2" squares to get kibble sized bits.  
 
Do the same again with other 1/2 of mix. This gives a good sized freezer bag full - freeze and use as 
required.  
 

JUST FOR FUN - can you find the highlighted recipe words in the grid below? 
 

B C Y C A G Q H I E O N M Z D I M J F D G G J A M X 	
O C B M D J R E Z E E R F P Y R M C O T F K R B I P 	
E Y H Y G M K D S H V N G B H R A Y V D G T N A C B 	
R B I V K N S L C Y K N I T S T U X Q X X R C T R V 	
P T C X E N Q J T W Z Y Z A M G J W V W Q D Y U O Y 	
X B V X J S N N J Z I G U J Y L H F Y O P K T X W F 	
Y F V Y Z U H H L H Z P K M U Z D H I T O T B V A V 	
R G P T L I V E R B P E F M R Z V F R K U I R E V G 	
E W I K G Z E A O V A L J S Q Q L S Z Z I A L G E J 	
P K O V D R W S B E B B K I R C M Q J Z I U S K O T 	
U U T S Q G W I C I Q B E A L G A R L I C U E O G I 	
U A M F W R L E O I R I F C P L Z E V T B S L Q K S 	
L S A A X A G R T E E K U I E T G D R V P I G J R Q 	
O P I Y C N E I T L F G N I N R A W V V N Z N V X U 	
Z R C X L A Q Q L F R S Y L H J G O W L P E U X T A 	
I E Y I Z R P G B K A T S K S E C O A C U D L F Y R 	
F A U C L Y R A W G N H A V H A W B H F D T P J U E 	
Y D F Q R L M C H Y D Z V B L E N D E D Y U H O G S 	
P Z L P R C A J M S N Y Z G L Z H D P X G A O U K K 	
S E L Z Q A D T G A Q Y C Q I E W M O U Q L Q H J R 	
F M H Z O C F L E G M R W B O O S S X T P C M R T J 	
K K Z F J I F G R M D S L M V W L P C A R L A W E L 	
Y S B L U B Q O K A R J D F M H E G O W S I Z J C M 	
C K F A W U O P I D V L O W P U G H F O C E O R P I 	
Z X H C I L E W R V O V P N X J T S S T N C Y A D X 	
N S E Q Z O O N Y C A K E X O W Y E C C M S E Q E R



 

Fundraising News  
From Boot to Bank 
 
A massive thank you to Cynthia’s brother and 
sister-in-law for raising £400 at a recent car 
boot sale. NESSR is delighted to receive this, 
especially at this busy time of year.   
 
Feeling inspired to raise a few pennies to boost 
the NESSR funds? Why not take advantage of 
your spring clean and head on down to your 
local car boot in aid of the dogs.  
 

Easter Auction  
 
The NESSR Easter auction will be running from 
Friday 7th April until Monday 17th April. So head 
on over to the NESSR Fundraising & Auction 
Facebook page and get bidding on some lovely 
items.  
 
Have items you would like to donate then 
please get in touch through the fundraising 
page.  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1957230584
504897/  
 

Doggie Goodie Bags  
 
Keep those keen eyes pealed for our NESSR 
doggie goodie bags which will be making an 
appearance on the Facebook fundraising page 
soon. Treat the dog in your life, while helping 
the dogs.  

 

Grange Kraft Kabin  
 
NESSR is pleased to have been chosen to be 
one of Grange Kraft Cabins rescues this year 
and will receive 25% from orders when quoting 
NESSR when ordering.  
 
Grange Kraft Kabin is a small handmade 
business making paracord dog collars, leads, 
lanyards among many other high quality 
products. So head across to their Facebook 
page and take a look at their lovely products.  
 
https://www.facebook.com/GrangeKraftKabin/  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Are you currently working on a fundraiser for NESSR or had great success with raising funds and would 
like a mention in our next news letter, then please get in touch via amandajane4nessr@ymail.com   
 
 

That’s all for this issue; please let us know what you think 
also a plea for some content for the next issue to the address above! 


